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 Hello, hello everyone. Welcome to Productivity Paradox. I'm your host, Tonya 
Dalton, and this is episode 38. Today's episode is sponsored by FreshBooks, a cloud 
based accounting software program that's designed with productivity in mind. It's 
the easiest way to get paid quickly and easily if you're a freelancer or entrepreneur, 
and they're giving you a free trial. I'll be sharing more about that later on in the 
episode. First, I want to talk to you about today's episode, which is all about 
technology that can enhance and help your systems.  

 Now, I know that you know that we've been talking about systems all season 
long, and I'm really excited to share with you another springboard that I feel really 
helps move your systems along, and that is technology. Now, you know I love paper 
planners, notepads, journals, all the paper goods. Obviously, since I own a paper good 
company. I love to use those to plan and design systems and to get things done. It 
doesn't necessarily mean that we don't have any electronic systems. 

 Now, this is what I want you to think about: the two do not have to be mutually 
exclusive. You don't have to be a paper person or a technology person. It's all about 
finding the systems that really work for you. Today, I'm going to be talking about 
some of my favorite electronic systems to help you get more organized and feel like 
you're getting more of your systems in place. Now, if you've been listening for this 
season, you know that systems are a collection of actions that work together to 
accomplish an overarching goal. A lot of the time, technology works best to remind 
you to get those things done, to store important documents, or to help automatically 
make these tasks happen. Technology is great for sorting out the actions you need to 
have happen in a system. Especially, if you need to collaborate with others within 
your system. 

 Technology is also good for working on the go, and then maybe coming back 
to a task later on. Which, we have a couple of really great apps for that I'll be talking 
about, whether you're working on a document, reading a web article, or planning out 
a project. Before I dive into my first recommendation, I want to back up for a second 
and make sure it's clear that none of these recommendations that I'm talking about in 
today's episode have sponsored or paid for me to talk about them. Today's episode is 
sponsored by FreshBooks, but all the programs I'm talking about today are ones that 
I genuinely use myself and I recommend to you, not because I'm getting paid. Okay, 
just wanted to make sure that was clear. 

 My first recommendation is Google Drive and Google Docs. Now, Google Drive 
works really well if you want to collaborate on documents or spreadsheets, PDFs, 
photography, almost any type of electronic document. I'll be honest, I fought the 
Google Drive train for a while. I really wasn't sure about using it, but now that I've 
started using it, I really can see a difference in how it allows me to collaborate with 
other people. I think one of the reasons why I fought it is because I thought that 
Google Drives was, well, a little bit of a mess, just to be honest with you. That's 
because if you're just adding documents and not really paying attention to how it all 
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is organized, it is going to feel like a cluttered mess. The key is having folders, and 
especially shared folders.  

 It's really important to create up a system for your Google Drive, and you can 
do that using these folders. Before even creating or sharing a document, start by 
creating a folder. Then you can share that folder with your collaborators. For example, 
at my office we have shared marketing, shared podcast, and shared blog folders, 
along with several other ones. Within those folders, we have subfolders. For example, 
in the podcast folder there's a research folder, a show notes folder, a downloads idea 
folder, and so on. You get the idea. What's really nice is that, once you've created a 
shared folder, any document within that folder is shared automatically with every one 
of your collaborators. You don't have to worry about sharing each document 
separately.  

 I think that's what's really nice about it, is that I don't have to have somebody 
send me a notification every single time they add a new doc in there. I can just go 
into the folder and they're automatically sitting there waiting for me. We use Google 
Drive in the office to keep track of so many different things. As I mentioned, one of 
the things we do is our podcast show notes. What I think is so great about it, is that 
we don't have to email back and forth and have a bunch of files that are going back 
and forth via email where it gets lost in different threads or conversations. We don't 
have to send anything back and forth when changes are made. The files are 
automatically updated, and we always have the most recent version. 

 What's nice, is you can also track any changes made to a document by going 
to file, see revision history. It will highlight any changes that were made, and it shows 
which user made those changes. I love that we have not only the most updated 
version, but we also have a paper trail that's incorporated within the document. There 
are times where we don't actually want to directly edit a document. You can add 
comments so that somebody else can make those changes. Let me give you an 
example. My show notes for the podcast are written by one of my team members. 
What she does is she reads over my podcast notes and she listens to the episode, 
and then she creates show notes that I can then share with you. I always like to edit 
these after she's done that. I go back and I look in our podcast folder under show 
notes, and I add comments by clicking the comment button, which is in the top 
middle, next to the add a link button, if you haven't used that before.  

 What's nice is that the original writer can see who made the comment, they 
can look through the comments. You can even have a comment back, so you can 
have a conversation. Once it's all ready to go, you can even resolve the comment 
once the changes have been made. When you're replying within these comments, 
you can actually tag other users that the document's been shared with. If someone 
else is editing, and they need to bring another team member in on a discussion, all 
they have to do is type in that at symbol, and then that person's name.  

 I really love how it allows us to have conversations without having to have in 
person meetings, because I think that in person meetings, a lot of times when you're 
working, are things that kind of slow you down because they get off track or you 
start talking about something else. It's great, because I can go through and check 
podcast notes at 11:00 at night if I want to, and I don't have to worry about my 
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teammate being right in front of me. I can leave those comments for her, she can read 
them first thing in the morning. 

 Now, you can also download Google Drive for your desktop, which is called 
Google Drive Now. This puts a Google Drive folder in your finder or your Windows 
Explorer, so you can use it just like a regular folder. Any files within that folder get 
synched automatically to your Google Drive. It just works natively on your computer. 
Similarly, you can also download the Google Drives app for your iPhone or Android 
and have working documents on the go, which I think is great.  

 One of my favorite features that I just discovered about Google Docs is that 
you can use it for type to text. Simply make sure you have a microphone that works, 
open up a document with your Chrome browser, and then go to tools, voice typing. A 
little microphone box will appear, and then when you're ready to speak, click the 
microphone. Then you just talk in your regular voice at your normal volume and pace. 
When you're done, click the microphone again. I think this is a great feature, because 
if you're a slow typer this could totally speed up your workflow. Or, if you record 
videos and you want to have transcripts made, simply activate that voice typing 
command and play your audio file. 

 One of the things I do want to talk about really quickly is that people get 
caught up into thinking that systems like this are really good for work. They don't 
necessarily use them for home, but it really can work just as well in your personal life. 
For example, we're planning on going on a vacation with my best friend and her 
family next summer. We like to plan it all out ahead of time so we can rent a house, 
book the activities and all of that stuff. We can have a Google folder for our vacation. 
That way, as we get new ideas, we find new possible rental houses or activities, we 
simply drop them into that folder. Then, everyone can see them and comment back 
and forth. There's no string of emails back and forth that gets lost, and when we get 
on a call we simply open up the Google Drive, discuss the documents together, and 
make a decision.  

 As we get closer to the trip, I'll start dropping in meal planning ideas and we'll 
coordinate drink menus. Oh yes, there is definitely a drink menu when we go on 
vacation. I do it on a spreadsheet, and then I even incorporate who's in charge of 
setup and clean up of the meals. This helps so we rotate responsibilities, so that way, 
no one's doing all the work. I can get into much more detail about how I organize 
vacation plans, but Google Drive is amazing for helping with them. It all makes it so 
much easier. Isn't that what vacations are for, relaxing? Think about how you can use 
some of these systems and technology in ways that work for your home, not just for 
your office. 

 All right, let's get to my second recommendation, and that is for Asana. Asana 
is a project management tool, and it is great to use for teams. When you're needing 
to collaborate, this is a great way to manage your projects. I want to remind you 
really quickly, just like we talked about last week in our delegation episode, a team 
does not necessarily mean just the people you work with. It could be your roommate, 
it could be your family, think outside the box. Asana has three parts; organization, 
teams, and projects. I'm going to break those down and tell you what each of those 
are. 
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 Your organization is your overall collection of team members. Every single 
person who's on your team. Then you can make different teams comprised of the 
members. Each team then has projects they're working on. Okay, was that confusing? 
Let me give you an example. We have an Inkwell Press organization. That's our 
organization, and that's within Asana. Then we have a podcast team, a marketing 
team, and so on. Then for the podcast team, maybe we have an automation project. 
That breaks down how those work. That's organizations, teams, and projects. What 
Asana is ideal for is automations, because well, it's automated. You can customize 
how you want to see your projects laid out.  

 Asana has two smart project layouts called lists and boards. Boards are similar 
to the post-it notes planning system that you've probably seen before, where you use 
sticky notes on a wall that shuffle through different parts of a task. If you're familiar 
with Trello, this is how boards work in Asana. It's really good for visual thinkers. You 
can use boards or you can use lists. Lists are exactly as they sound. They're basically 
a list of tasks that you can divide into sections or subtasks. 

 Let's take a look at how automations work within Asana. We have a couple of 
projects within Asana that are just automations. We'll make a task, we'll set a due 
date, and then we'll set a repeat for that task to repeat every four weeks. When that 
task is checked off, a new copy of that task is automatically made, and it is due in 
four weeks. When you're setting your automations, Asana is really good at keeping 
you on track, and that's what I love about it.  

 We typically also assign all of our tasks to a person. That way, that person who 
needs to do that job is automatically notified, and then they check it off when that 
work is done. When we look at the calendar view of all of our tasks, we can see all of 
them at a glance. We can check them off, and then see them repeat later in the 
calendar. You could do this same idea with your yearly tasks, and set those to repeat 
every single year. You can see how this is a great way to get your automations 
working, and it's really good to get other people on board with those, because it's 
ideal for collaboration. Especially with workers who are remote, because you don't 
necessarily have the luxury of having a central headquarters with a paper that has all 
the task listed. 

 Any task you have, you can add comments and you can even tag the person 
that needs to be notified. You can add files and images within the task, so anyone 
working on that task can view the documents, they can comment them, and you can 
work back and forth to finalize the task. Which I think is great. Just like with Google 
Docs, it limits the number of emails that are going back and forth, because I feel like, 
for many of us, our inboxes get really, really full. Not only can you have that 
conversation on a task, but you can converse within a project. On any page, you can 
go to a conversation and just start typing. Anyone who's associated with that project 
gets a notification, and they're able to converse back and forth with you. What I love 
is that Asana keeps you up to date with the work that needs to be done. You can 
always customize what email notifications you receive, so I like that as well.  

 All right, my next technology recommendation is one of my favorite new apps, 
and I can't wait to share with you how much I feel that it has changed the way I work. 
First, let me give you a quick word from our sponsor. 
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 You've heard me sing the praises of FreshBooks before, but I love how it truly 
simplifies finances for freelancers and entrepreneurs. With features like automated 
reminders for unpaid invoices, automatically recurring invoices and more, it helps you 
spend less time worrying about the money, and more time on the things you really do 
love about your business. That, my friends, is productivity. Right? Now, the amazing 
people at FreshBooks have kindly offered a free unrestricted trial for my listeners. 
Just go to freshbooks.com/paradox, and in the section that says, "How did you find 
us?" Type in Productivity Paradox, and they'll set you up with your free trial.  

 Okay, let's get back to my newest recommendation. That is Pocket. Do you 
remember my episode called Taking Back Your Friday? I believe it was episode 25. In 
that episode I talked about using your Fridays for learning. Let me just refresh your 
memory about what we discussed. In that episode, we talked about that learning, 
growing, and strategizing are important for your business. Really, it should be an 
important priority level task, but we tend to push off these tasks as leisure or things 
that'll happen some time. By making time for these important tasks on Fridays, you'll 
always make sure that you're up on the latest news, trends, and information related to 
your work. 

 Now, at the time of that episode, I suggested that you save any relevant 
articles or books or whatever resources you found throughout the week, and 
bookmark them. That way, you could save them for Fridays to really take time to dive 
into them, and it would feel like a relaxing Friday while you were still working. Now I 
have an even better solution. Pocket is the newest app that we've been using around 
the office, and it is ideal for reading on the go and using your phone time more 
wisely. It's an app that you upload and you can save articles that you want to read. 
Pocket saves an offline version of it for you to read later. If you see a link to an article 
you think you'd like to read, you simply tap the Pocket bookmark lit, and it files it 
away in one spot, so it's easier to set aside a batch of time to dedicate to reading.  

 One of the things I love is that you can also add tags. Each article you save, 
you could add a little tag to it and you can categorize it. That way, you can filter your 
list by your tags later on, and you can even get recommendations of other articles 
based off of what you're tagging. To me, this is ideal for when I'm doing research, and 
I'm always doing research. When I want to gather together different articles and 
studies on a topic like, I don't know, systems maybe, I can simply find articles that I 
like, tag them with the appropriate tag, and then later on I can batch that task and 
dive deep into that topic. I've already actually started adding articles into my Pocket 
for season four. It allows me to plan ahead. 

 The other bonus, this app is great for reading on the go, especially in places 
where you don't have service like, when you're on an airplane. Since the app doesn't 
have to use data to pull up the article again, once it's saved in the app you can pull it 
up without using your data, because everything is offline. You can save videos, 
recipes, products you want to buy. What I love is that Pocket integrates really easily 
into whatever browser you want to use for your articles. You can upload articles from 
your mobile web browser by tapping the upload button and then tapping the Pocket 
app. You can add the browser button to any desktop web browser that you use. 
There's even a Mac desktop app with a similar look and feel as the mobile app.  
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 One of the things that we're doing in the office is, we're trying to use Pocket to 
be more conscious of where our phone time goes. Because we find that we're 
reaching automatically to tap onto Instagram or Facebook or mail, instead we're 
trying to remember to open up the Pocket app instead and read an article or two in 
that same amount of time that we would normally spend on social media. It makes 
me happy that I feel like we're more on task and using our time more effectively. 

 Okay, I know I'm running out of time because I got really excited about several 
of these, but I want to make sure I take a second to tell you about my last 
recommendation. That is reminders on iPhone, or Google Now on your Android. I love 
this, because it's already built into your phone. Sometimes you just need a physical 
alarm when you need to remember to do something, even if you write it down. I use 
reminders on my iPhone all the time when I think of something that I need to do right 
after work or right when I get home. What I love to do is, when I think of it, I go ahead 
and set a reminder really quickly, and then I can take the thinking out of it, which is 
what we talked about all season long with systems. Right? We want to take the 
thinking out of it, because I now longer have to stress about remembering, I know my 
phone will take care of me. 

 Reminders on your iPhone or Google Now on Android is the best way to set an 
automated reminder that a task needs to be done at a specific time. Just say, "Hey 
Siri or okay Google," and then whatever you need to do, "remind me to buy milk at 
5:15PM." What is great too, is not only can you do time based reminders, you can also 
do location based reminders, especially if you have set locations in your phone, like 
home or work. You can do this manually or through the voice command. I might say, 
"Hey Siri, remind me to ask Kate about her science project when I get home." That 
way, when my phone sees that I'm pulling in my garage, it reminds me with that little 
reminder app, and it pops up, and then I remember to ask Kate about her science 
project. Isn't that great? It's like having your own personal assistant. 

 Of course, you could always go into the app and set up the reminder if you 
aren't in a place where you could ask Siri or Google to do it for you. I'm not saying 
plan your whole life in the reminders app, but it really is good for those little things 
that you just need the extra push to make sure that they happen, especially if they're 
time sensitive. That's one that most of us already have on our phones. I love that 
that's something that's really easy to implement and you could do right now. You 
could set a reminder right now, "Hey Siri or okay Google, remind me to listen to 
Productivity Paradox on Tuesdays." You know what? Go ahead and set that reminder 
on your phone right now. I'd love that. 

 That is all I have time for today, even though I feel like I could keep giving 
recommendations because there's lots of great apps out there. As a matter of fact, I 
think this week in our Facebook group, we're going to talk about what technology 
apps or programs we all use to help increase our productivity. I'd love to see you in 
there. Simply go to inkwellpress.com/group for information on how to join. 

 One last favor that I have for you is, if you are enjoying the podcast and you 
love what you're hearing, it would make me so incredibly happy if you would go into 
iTunes, give me a five star rating, and leave a review. Honestly, that's what helps more 
people find us on iTunes. I'd love to help spread the word on productivity and I know 
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you would too. If you don't mind, please do go in there and leave a review. It means a 
lot to me.  

 Next week is our final episode of season three, so it's our last episode about 
systems, and it will be an ask Tonya episode. I'm taking your questions and answering 
them. If you'd like to submit a question, simply go to inkwellpress.com/question and 
I'll get to ask many as I possibly can next week. All right, until next time, happy 
planning. 
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